
TIPS & TRICKS



Working as a voice-over / voice actor. A lot of people aspire to work within this 
industry, a few succeed. Why is that and what can you do to get noticed?

The most common misconception is that the tone of your voice, or timbre, is 
most important. Let me tell you, it is not. 
 
“You can own a Stradivarius, but if you don’t know how to play the violin, it’s 
useless”

A better example to make this case can’t be found. Voice-over work starts with 
technique, your ability to get directions and transform those directions into 
results behind the microphone. Being able to give the client multiple versions 
of the same sentence, with various interpretations and rhythms. 

This industry is highly competitive. Most stage- and filmactors, musicians and 
singers also do voice-over work. This group is used to be directed, to transform 
feedback instantly into a different take and working under pressure, whether 
or not with an audience. 

Standing out to get noticed is probably the only way to get casted earlier. 
This doesn’t mean you have to send flowers (we like flowers though) and/or 
send demo’s 2 times a week, the only way to stand out is to be particularly 
excellent in your craft. 

Send us your demo’s in categories, to help us cast more precisely. What I mean 
by that, is if our briefing asks for a business-style read, and we would only 
have your ‘selling’ demo, no way you would get the job with that. Saying that 
you can do it, won’t do the trick either. 
The client needs proof you can do it.  We need to cast as much on briefing as 
we can. 
Help us help you…

Also, in your demo, please don’t put too much distractions in it. Preferably no 
introductions, no (hysterical) music, no distractive sound effects. Keep it as 
clean as you can. 

But how can you get better? Practice makes perfect. Listen to your colleagues. 
Don’t be a copy cat, but let them inspire you. Be critical enough and listen 
carefully to your own takes. 
 We would like to hear your natural voice. Don’t put on a voice, don’t play a 
character (“typetje”). You need to be able to act though, don’t get me wrong, 
but the starting point is your own voice and not – let’s set an example – the 
voice of Kermit the Frog. I know it’s a fun party trick, but that’s not what we’re 
looking for. 

In conclusion, stay true to yourself and find your own voice!
Good luck and we hope to hear from you soon… 

Chantal & Marieke
Team TOV


